Two children's spirituality experts draw on over a decade of field research to show how adults can effectively work with children to nurture their faith.

"The Old Picture Bible, Or, Stories from Old Testament History"

"Die Gott-hat-dich-lieb-Bibel"

"My Picture Bible Activity Book"

Dr. Sloop and her husband began their lifelong dedication to the mountain people when they rode horseback into the remote hill region of North Carolina in 1909. The conditions they encountered were shockingly primitive. The people had neither doctors, nor schools and were suspicious of medicine and "larnin'." Electricity and running water were unheard of, roads were rough mountain paths and the diet consisted of "hog meat, greens and
The main industry was moon shining. Dr. Sloop declared a personal war on moonshiners, tracking down hidden still with a reluctant sheriff in tow. She fought against child marriages and in a region where girls often married at the age of fourteen. With the help of the mountain people, she reinvigorated the weaving trade, built a church and a modern well equipped hospital. Her spirited support of education resulted in a modern twenty-five-building school. An amazing story of a unique crusade in the hill country of North Carolina.

Themelios, Volume 37, Issue 2

Introduce little ones (ages 5 and under) to the Bible with this brightly illustrated, easy-to-understand storybook. With more than a hundred adventure-filled stories from both the Old and New Testaments, The Illustrated Bible for Little Ones is sure to become the most requested book on your child’s bookshelf. As you read, your child will be captivated by the large, colorful pictures while learning who God is and how much He loves them. This is the one. This is the beginner Bible storybook you will want to give to inspire the children in your life as they begin their own journey with God.

Daumen-Bibel

The Kindergarten-primary Magazine

Die große illustrierte Kinderbibel

Pleasant Memories of Pleasant Lands

Themelios is an international, evangelical, peer-reviewed theological journal that expounds and defends the historic Christian faith. Themelios is published three times a year online at The Gospel Coalition (http://thegospelcoalition.org/themelios/) and in print by Wipf and Stock. Its primary audience is theological students and pastors, though scholars read it as well. Themelios began in 1975 and was operated by RTSF/UCCF in the UK, and it became a digital journal operated by The Gospel Coalition in 2008. The editorial team draws participants from across the globe as editors, essayists, and reviewers. General Editor: D. A. Carson, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School Managing Editor: Brian Tabb, Bethlehem College and Seminary Consulting Editor: Michael J. Ovey, Oak Hill Theological College Administrator: Andrew David Naselli, Bethlehem College and Seminary Book Review Editors: Jerry Hwang, Singapore Bible College; Alan Thompson, Sydney Missionary & Bible College; Nathan A. Finn, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary; Hans Madueme, Covenant College; Dane Ortlund, Crossway; Jason Sexton, Golden Gate Baptist Seminary Editorial Board: Gerald Bray, Beeson Divinity School Lee Gatiss, Wales Evangelical School of Theology Paul Helseth, University of Northwestern, St. Paul Paul House, Beeson Divinity School Ken Magnuson, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary Jonathan Pennington, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary James Robson, Wycliffe Hall Mark D. Thompson, Moore Theological College Paul Williamson, Moore Theological College Stephen Witmer, Pepperell Christian
Children's Bibles have been among the most popular and influential types of religious publications in the United States, providing many Americans with their first formative experiences of the Bible and its stories. In

Children's Bibles in America, Russell W. Dalton explores the variety of ways in which children's Bibles have adapted, illustrated, and retold Bible stories for children throughout U.S. history. This reception history of the story of Noah as it appears in children's Bibles provides striking examples of the multivalence and malleability of biblical texts, and offers intriguing snapshots of American culture and American religion in their most basic forms. Dalton demonstrates the ways in which children's Bibles reflect and reveal America's diverse and changing beliefs about God, childhood, morality, and what must be passed on to the next generation. Dalton uses the popular story of Noah's ark as a case study, exploring how it has been adapted and appropriated to serve in a variety of social agendas. Throughout America's history, the image of God in children's Bible adaptations of the story of Noah has ranged from that of a powerful, angry God who might destroy children at any time to that of a friendly God who will always keep children safe. At the same time, Noah has been lifted up as a model of virtues ranging from hard work and humble obedience to patience and positive thinking. Dalton explores these uses of the story of Noah and more as he engages the fields of biblical studies, the history of religion in America, religious education, childhood studies, and children's literature.

The picture Bible for the young, containing sacred narratives, in the words of the holy Scriptures.
Get Free My Little Picture Bible Childrens Bible

theologische, literarische, pädagogische und frömmigkeitsgeschichtliche Profil dieses literarischen Genres. A thumb bible is a literary genre of its own. It belongs to the category of miniature books and is a subtype of the literary genre of children's bibles. It is an attempt to summarize the whole bible by paraphrasing selected biblical narratives. The abridgements of the biblical texts follow the scripture principle of the Reformation "scripture alone". The thumb bibles are designed for children and youth. Their intention is to communicate biblical basics in an elementary way. The majority has pictures to illustrate the biblical content. Collectors of miniature books enjoyed the thumb bibles for a long time, while scientific research has ignored the little volumes up to this day. This volume is the first scientific study of the thumb bibles. It contains their history from the beginning to the present and presents the theological, literary, pedagogical and pious profile of this literary genre.

British Books in Print

Miracle in the Hills

An illustrated collection of 365 stories retold from the Bible, from Genesis to Revelation.

Etiquette for Gentlemen Twentieth edition

Sacred Readings for Young Children. Selected from the Old Testament. With engravings

Ellen Montgomery's bookshelf (Mr. Rutherford's children; Carl Krinken; Casper) by the authors of 'The wide, wide world'.

Children's Bibles in America

Our own magazine, issued by the Children's special service mission (and the Scripture union).

The Picture Bible

Thru the Bible: Genesis through Revelation

"Rarely do I ever find myself agreeing with everything I read in a book. But Parenting the Wholehearted Child is the book I wish I'd written. Jeannie has given parents a profound gift within its pages." —Kathie Lee Gifford, actress, singer, playwright, songwriter, and co-host of the Today Show's Fourth Hour Your kids aren’t perfect. And you don’t have to be either. Are you exhausted from the pressure to be a perfect parent raising perfect
children in this imperfect world? Do you ever wonder, “How did these precious children get stuck with a parent like me?” If so, let these grace-drenched pages saturate your heart with God’s unfailing love while also equipping you to be a vessel of God's unconditional love to your children. With authenticity, conviction, and a lively sense of humor, Jeannie guides you on a transformative journey into raising wholehearted—not perfect—children, who live from the freedom found in being wholeheartedly loved (and liked!) by God. Parenting the Wholehearted Child equips you with biblical wisdom and practical ideas to teach your children that they are fully accepted by God, not because of anything they do or don’t do but because of everything Jesus has already done for them. Woven throughout the book is the good news that it is God’s extravagant grace—not your perfect performance—that transforms the hearts of children.

Meine kleine Kinderbibel

Radio messages from J. Vernon McGee delighted and enthralled listeners for years with simple, straightforward language and clear understanding of the Scripture. Now enjoy his personable, yet scholarly, style in this 60-volume set of commentaries that takes you from Genesis to Revelation with new understanding and insight. Each volume includes introductory sections, detailed outlines and a thorough, paragraph-by-paragraph discussion of the text. A great choice for pastors - and even better choice for the average Bible reader and student!

Woman's Work for Woman

This beautifully illustrated book My Picture Bible Activity Book by Bethan James and Krisztina Kallai Nagy, for young children to read with an adult, is full of Bible stories and puzzles and pictures to colour in, giving children hours of fun as they learn about God. It starts with God making the world – and all in it including us; then Noah and the flood; Abraham and Sarah and their family; Joseph the favourite son for whom God had special plans; Moses and the princess who rescued him as a baby; David and Goliath; Daniel in the lions’ den; then the birth of Jesus and the first Christmas; Jesus telling people about God, Jesus calming a storm, healing, feeding the 5,000 – and to His crucifixion and then the excitement of the first Easter!

Anglican Church Architecture

Bible Stories for Children

The Illustrated Bible for Little Ones

Retells the stories of the Bible in comic strip format, including the stories of Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, David, Ruth, Esther, and Jesus

The Children's Bible in 365 Stories

The popular 99 Stories from the Bible is a wonderful starting point for
children to learn about Bible stories, but now with this new version
toddlers are able to join in the fun too! Using simplified text and the same
charming art, My Little Picture Bible provides a great overview of Bible
stories in bite-sized chunks little kids can understand. Illustrated by
Elina Ellis and written by popular author Juliet David, this is an ideal
introduction to the Bible.

My Catholic Picture Bible Stories

A beautiful first Bible, perfect for tiny hands From Noah's Ark to the story
of Easter, 25 of the Bible's best-loved stories from the Old and New
Testaments are re-told with stunning watercolours from acclaimed illustrator
Diana Mayo. Read them together with your toddler and enjoy lots of fun
activities encouraging even the youngest child to join in with the stories.
A first Bible to cherish and revisit again and again.

The Kindergarten for Teachers and Parents

Excerpt from Bible Stories for Children: Including an Address to the
Children; The Bible, the Book for the Young The little three-year-old boy
before he can read. Loves to take his picture book and see things that are
to him very wonderful, and when he gets a little older he loves to take a
box of paints and a brush and color the pictures in some of his books. The
first book I ever colored was full of Bible pictures. There was the picture
of a man on the top of a hill with his son laid on a heap of stones. The
father's face was sad, and the old man was lifting a knife in his hand; and
there was a sheep caught in a bush near by; and there was the figure of an
angel in the sky. Then there was the picture of a young man lying on the
ground. With stones under his head for a pillow, and a stairway or ladder
reaching up to the heavens above, with angels going up and down. There was
the picture of a boy whose father gave him a coat of many colors, and how I
liked to daub on the red and yellow and blue paint, and I am afraid I took a
pin and punched out the eyes in the pictures of the brothers of this boy -
those brothers who, as you remember, cast him into a dry well and afterward
sold him as a slave. There was a picture of a little boy lying in a little
boat which was among the tall grasses of a river. There was the picture of a
great tent in the desert, with altars on which fire was burning, and a great
pillar of cloud resting down on it in the midst of the tent. And then far
over in the book was the picture of the best Man who ever lived, taking
little children in His arms putting His hands on them and blessing them. The
Bible is a beautiful book for a great many reasons that I can't speak of
now. Its beauty is not like that of an apple blossom, which soon fades away.
It grows more and more lovely as you grow older, I like to see a little
child reading with happy face from this book which tells of God's love; but
it is lovelier still to see the old grandmother, who loved the Bible in
childhood, putting on her spectacles and reading these words of David: Oh,
how I love thy law! It is my meditation all the day. How sweet are thy words
to my taste, yea, sweeter than honey to my mouth 1 Two of the most beautiful
things that we ever see are gold and honey gold, bright shining, and the
honey which looks like liquid gold, shut up in little boxes of pearl. Now I
am going to end what I have to say about the Bible as beautiful, by telling
you what David said of the words of the Lord that are found in this book
More to be desired are they than gold, yea, than much fine gold sweeter also
than honey and the honey comb. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

**Picture book for little children**

**The Picture Bible for Little People**

Simple retellings of Bible stories from the Old and New Testaments, with simple questions at the end of each selection.

**Listening to Children on the Spiritual Journey**

An illustrated retelling of Bible stories for African American children designed for reading aloud

**Parenting the Wholehearted Child**

**My Little Picture Bible**

**Illustrierte Bibel für Kinder**

**Sunday Occupations for the Children**

**Children's nursery tales**
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